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Dr. Peter J. D'Adamo has forever changed the strategy for eating right to lose weight and achieving

maximum health. Because he discovered what many already instinctively knew-that a plan that

works for one person may make another ill-there will never be a one-size-fits-all diet again. And

since we now know that each blood type is affected differently by common diseases and conditions,

there will never be a one-size-fits-all plan of action.  With more than 2 million copies of his books in

print, G. P. Putnam's Sons announces the launch of Dr. D'Adamo's Eat Right 4 (for) Your Type

Library. Over the next two years, eight books will be published on eight different conditions, the first

two being cancer and diabetes. In these books, readers will find new information individualized for

their blood type and illness. In addition to the food categories Beneficial, Neutral, and Avoid, Dr.

D'Adamo introduces a new category-Superbeneficial-for helping your body fight disease. He also

introduces self-assessment tests to determine status and measure progress. Supplement, lifestyle,

and exercise protocols are tailored to each blood type and condition. There has never been a better

arsenal for fighting disease, and never an easier or clearer tool.
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Please bear with this long review. I am currently being treated for breast cancer and I have AB

blood type. My chiropractor gave me this book. I was struck by the fact that AB blood type is not

only rare, but creates a friendly immune system. My particular diagnosis is early stage (2),



estrogen-receptor positive. This cancer is known to be more aggressive in Black women. Based on

those factors, I knew that I did not want a one-size-fits-all approach to nutrition.I had never been

able to conquer my sweet tooth prior to this diagnosis. I want to share with readers my results in

following the diet for blood type AB. The sweet took problem became easier to deal with once I

viewed sugar as a poison. I have been following the diet as faithfully as possible for 2-1/2 months. I

unexpectedly lost 18 pounds in nine weeks. My goal was to give my body the best nutrition possible

as I headed toward surgery and chemo. The first 7 pounds were gone in two weeks before I had

surgery. This was a good thing since I had to have lymph nodes removed and biopsied from my

armpit. This procedure creates a lifelong risk of lymphedema. I still do not have lymphedema, but

the weight loss helps my chances of continuing to avoid it. Chemo can also cause the onset of

lymphedema. I do not ever want to get it because I am an avid tennis player.I continued to stay on

the diet and was very intentional about what I would put in my body. I dropped an additional 11

pounds. Without exercise or counting calories, the weight fell off. I became concerned that it would

continue, but then my weight stabilized at just five pounds over what it was 13 years ago when I

started gaining weight. It was like my metabolism had been re-set.I started chemo almost two

months ago.

My health care provider plugs this book heavily, so I have had the opportunity to look through it,

read the portions that pertain to my blood type and listen to his input regarding its worth.In this

slimmer volume, D'Adamo again looks at all four blood types and recommends food, drink and

vitamins to help keep you cancer-free. On solely a practical level what this means is that only one

fourth of the book will be read by you---why D'Adamo doesn't simply offer 4 books at a fourth of the

price, I'll never know. The fourth of the book that you will read pretty much duplicates what is written

in 'Eat Right for Your Type','Live Right for Your Type' and 'The Eat Right for your Type

Encyclopedia'. In this book, D'Adamo adds 2 new food categories to the triumvate of BENEFICIAL,

NEUTRAL and AVOID categories found in the older editions. One of the new food

categories--Super Beneficial further delineates the already restrictive ground he has already

covered at length in his earlier books. A few new vegetables and spices are added in the newer

categories, but otherwise the directives found in his earlier work still define the underlying principles

in this one.So the really bottom line on this one is whether or not you really need to purchase a $20

book to further affirm D'Adamo's thinking on food and supplements. I think not. Whether or not you

accept the idea that observing blood type and D'Adamo's corresponding food do's and don't's is the

key to a longer and healthier life will definitely sway you in either making or not making this



purchase.
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